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i ll I could be the Walrus, but I'd
still have to bum rides off eo le*
—Ferris Bueller
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Dean conducts survey on campus life
BY MIKE FARMER
t411 Writer
Due to desire within the administration to make the campus more
"residential," a survey will be conducted late in the month of October.
The survey, conducted by the Residential Life Task Force, will ask students a variety of questions centered
around four topics.
According to a memo from Dean
Judith Kay's office, the four areas
which will be assessed are as follows: 1) assess the relationships between on campus residents and student involvement in campus life, 2)
address why students do, or do not
live on campus, 3) desired features
of possible new upperclassmen

housing, and 4) quality of campus
climate and student life.
Each student registered for the fall
semester will be sent a survey form
to their residence. Each survey will
include a pm-addressed and stamped
return envelope. Upon returning the
survey, students will receive a coupon for a free gourmet bagel from
the eatery.
Information received from this
survey will be analyzed by Institutional Research, a branch of the
register's office and formatted so as
to protect student confidentiality.
Then the information will be used
by the Residential Life Task Force
during the spring semester to "propose ways to enhance campus life."
When students were asked what

they thought of campus life, several
members of the Greek system
thought it could use some work.
Brett Kiehl, a member of the
Greek system, thought the biggest problem was that, "things
aren't fair." He went on to explain that members of the Greek
system pay the same amount for
room and board while receiving
fewer benefits than do students
in the dorms.
He said that "almost everyone
in this house has had to buy a
desk, a desk chair, and their own
mattress." He suggested that the
reason some Greek chapters are
having difficulties in keeping
occupancy was that it was so
expensive, comparatively speak-

ing, to live in. When asked what
he would like to see happen, he
replied, "I would like to. see
Plant made accountable for the
work they charge us for. I had
my door fixed, and it took them
three times to get it right. I was
charged for two of those times."
Freshman Kacey Flygare, who
lives in a dorm, said that she enjoyed the feeling of a "close
community which the dorms foster." When asked what she was
considering as far as where she
would live next year she replied,
"probably a university-owned
house." She added that she enjoyed not having to cook, and
that it was closer to campus.
Sophomore Patrick Classen,

who lives in university-owned
housing, said he thought his
house was a lot nicer than the
dorms. When asked what the university covered and what they paid
for, he replied, "All of the furniture
came with the house; in fact, almost
everything except for the cable came
with the house."
His housemates and he take turns
paying the cable bill for the month.
Pat also said that next year he wiill
probably move off campus because
"you can find a really nice place
that's a lot cheaper than what you
pay here."
Another sophomore, Jack
Dant, added that moving off
campus "brings you closer to the
real world."
-

Increased space would benefit students and faculty
BY SHALEN FAIRBANKS
Contribhamg fAitor

Due to the large quantities of
space used by faculty and classrooms, the University has been conducting a space audit to determine
how current space is being used in
hopes of finding possible alternatives for the future.
The space consultant hired by the
school was selected because of its
similar work with other colleges.
Research is being done on the size
of classrooms, the needs of the departments, the size of classes and the

goals of the University. "We are only in
the preliminary stages," said Assistant
Dean John Finney. "This was the first
of three or four visits that will take place
throughout the semester."
In past years a new building, formerly referred to as the Humanities
building, has been in the works.
"We're starting from scratch," said
Finney. "There are no preconceived
notions about the new building. If
the space consultant finds need for
a new building, then we will look at
technology, our current space situation, and decide who will go where."
The new building would not be

strictly limited to the Humanities in
the current plans. "People in science
need this as much as the people in
humanities," said English professor
Florence Sandler.
Currently the second floor of the
library is home to the departments of
English, Foreign Language, History,
and Politics and Government, as well
as the Office of Academic and Career
Advising. Various classes are held up
there as well. A new building would
allow them to leave the library and
relinquish that space for books.
Although there have never been
actual books on the second floor, the

original library plans designed the area
for books. "It is all temporary up there,"
said librarian Marilyn Mitchell. She
estimated that the second floor could
hold about as many books as are in the
basement; roughly A-H.
Other Departments such as Economics, Comparative Sociology, and
Political Economy which are
crammed together in the basement of
McIntyre, and Women's Studies and
Asian Studies which have never had
a permanent place of their own, would
also benefit from a new building.
Increased classroom space would
benefit students as well. This year

SPANK attracts largest turnout ever
BY JUN KINO
Ass;st4e news gAitor

The attenclance at Friday's
SPANK concert was up from last
year's performance, pulling in a
large audience to the Great Hall.
The concert (Student Programs
Annual New Student Kickoff
Concert) succeeded in its general
mission. "The purpose of SPANK
was to show the freshmen what
kinds of bands we have here and
encourage them to form their own
bands," said James Conover of the
Campus Music Network (CMN).
The concert featured student
bands Bobby's Gone Fishing,
Desolate Angel, Pint 0' Guinness
and the Racketeers. Each band
was up for 30 minutes, starting
with Bobby's Gone Fishing, a
"mellow acoustic rock band," who
kicked off the concert with a lot
of new material.

0.

BOBBY'S GONE FISHIN' started SPANK out with a bang. They helped to bring the
largest student turnout in CMN history.

see SPANK page 2

there are six English classes being
held in the Fieldhouse or Warner
Gym. "It's not that bad, but I'd prefer another class," said Junior April
Blumfield who has British Literature in
the Field House. "It's refreshing to laiow
I could go out and shoot some hoops if I
wanted to," said visiting professor Joe
Donahue, whose freshman writing class
is also in the Fieldhouse.
The results of the space audit will
be made available to the University
in December. From there the University will be able to decide what
needs to be done in terms of a building and/or reorganization.
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Students fear future cuts
in federal financial aid
BY TRISHA TRAUSHBER

„cm!! Writer
Lately, members of Congress
have been deliberating over proposed budget cuts on federal financial aid for students. So far, no
major bills have passed that cut financial aid, but the possibility of
such cuts is of serious concern to
students.
"Even though I don't get much financial aid, I'd have a lot of problems
paying for college without it," said
Amanda Kulesz, a freshman at UPS.
Amanda is not the only student who
stands to be affected by the proposed
federal cuts. An estimated 65 percent
of the student body receives federal
aid in the form of grants, loans, work
study, or a combination thereof.
What kinds of cuts are most likely
to affect students at UPS? Steven

Thorndill, director of financial aid
and scholarships, explained, "Congress is not trying to do anything
that will cut enrollment."

Write to one's own
congresspersons: let
them know in your own
words how helpful
federal aid has been.
—Steven Thorndill
This means that Congress will be
most likely to try to cut, spending
by raising the interest rates of student loans, or by discontinuing the
National Service Program, a program which allows students to pay
off their loans by working for the
government in social or environ-

Aug. 18, 1995 through Sept. 11, 1995
Aug. 28 12:20 am.
A student reported to Security that the rear hub cap was stolen from
her vehicle while it was parked in the Fieldhouse lot. The tire had also
been punctured and several of the lug nuts removed

Aug 28 3:45 p.m
A sorority member reported the theft of the chapter VCR from a
storage room. The VCR was last seen in May.

Aug. 29 9:10 a.m.
A student reported the theft of his backpack from a cubicle outside
the bookstore.

Aug. 30 7:54 am.
A student reported damage that occurred to her vehicle while it was
parked near North 17th and Lawrence. The damage occurred when an
unknown suspect(s) apparently attempted to remove one of the wheels
from the vehicle.

Aug 31 11:50 am.

40

A student reported his wallet missing from the desk drawer in his
room in Anderson/Langdon Hall. The wallet was later turned in to
Security as lost and found. The cash was missing from the wallet.

Sept. 1 8:00 p.m.
A student reported his wallet and keys were stolen from Todd Field
while he played frisbee in the area.

Sept 4 10:16 a.m.
A student reported his portable stereo taken from a room in Thompson Hall. Although the room was locked at the time of the theft, several
people had access to the area.

Sept 7 6:37 am.
Security staff discovered a vehicle near North 15th and Union Ave.
with a smashed in drivers' side window. The owner was contacted and
checked his vehicle. Nothing appeared missing.

Weekly Crime Prevention Information:
Please do not leave personal property unsecured or unattended.
Most thefts can be avoided. Remember to use the Security escort
service. This service is available to some areas off campus. Contact
Security at ext. 3311 to report suspicious activity.

mental programs. Most students
will still be able to finance their college educations; they will simply
have more debts to pay after graduation. While this may come as a relief to some students, it is a great
concern for others: "My family
planned our budget with the current
interest rates in mind; if those rates
go up, we may be able to meet them,
but it will be a struggle," said Christine Mather, a student at UPS.
The administration at UPS has
been actively monitoring cuts on
federal aid proposed by Congress.
President Pierce has been working
throughout the summer with the
National Association of Independent Colleges and Universities in an
attempt to influence congressional
decisions. She has been involved
with a similar group which seeks to
influence decisions on a state level.
President Pierce has also kept in
contact with members of Congress,
particularly those on key committees which discuss cuts in federal aid
for students.
Steven Thorndill offered some
advice for students who are concerned about paying for next year's
tuition. Primarily, he stressed the
importance of reapplying for financial aid on time and watching the
scholarship bulletin that comes out
monthly.
Finally, he suggested, "Write to
one's own congresspersons: let
them know in your own words how
helpful federal aid has been." Mike
Bagely, an assistant to local congressman, Norm Dicks, suggested
that students organize writing campaigns to promote local support for
federal financial aid, "It's about student activism," said Bagely, "Organize people on campus to reach out
to the broader community,"

Do you live on or off campus?
What influenced your decision to
move on or off campus?
"I live in Federal
Way. I couldn't
afford to live on
campus. I regret
the fact that I do
not live on campus."
—Amy Paulose,
freshman
"Coming from
California, I
don't know the
Tacoma area
well. So, for my
first year, I decided it would
be best to live in
a residence hall.
Plus, I've met a
lot of cool
people living in
Seward."
—Monica Horn,
freshman

SPANK from page 1
The tempo picked up with the
next band, Pint 0' Guinness, a band
that is "more rock than Irish." They
took the stage and finished with an
intense performance, including their
old favorite, "Whiskey in the Jar."
Crowd participation was high, as
Racketeers member Keith Turausky
said of their performance, "It wasn't
their most energetic set, but it was
the best crowd ever."
The "pop punk" band the Racketeers raised the level of intensity in
the Great Hall as security had to be
called in to settle down the crowd.
They debuted material from their
demo tape Geebo Geebo, which they
sold at the door. The concert closed
out with performances by Desolate
Angel, a new band.
Admission to the concert was $2,
and proceeds go to CMN so that they
"can make more concerts available to
everyone," said Conover. The next
performance of a campus band will
be Bobby's Gone Fishing, when they
perform at the new Club Rendezvous
on Sat., September 30 at 9 p.m.
-

"I have always
wanted to live in
Seward since my
sophomore year.
And, by living on
campus, I hope
to bring about
real change in
myself and others."
—Dave
Nakamura,
'senior

It's the biggest party the school has wanted you to have!
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on Citibank
for the best in
college financing

You mean
a student
loan lender
cares what
happens
to me after
duation?!?

College
Bowl informational meeting
on Thurs., Sept.
28 at 7:00 p.m.
in the SUB
lounge. This is
a team quiz
game like Jeopardy, and the
tournament
will begin Oct.
18. Call Ted at
ext 4405 to sign
up.

General
study abroad
interest meeting on Thurs.,
Sept. 28 at 4:00 p.m. in SUB
101.

The Thompson Hall
Seminar Series in Science
and Mathematics presents
Ben Griffin, Niki Parenteau,
Tram Trinh, and Thuy Trinh
on Oct. 4 at 4:00p.m. in Thompson 124. Refreshments
are served. Please contact
Bob Matthews (ext 3561)
FMI.

before and after
graduation. We

offer our student
loan borrowers
new, flexible
repayment options.
That means after
graduation, you
can find a place
to work and a
student loan
payment that
works for you.
To get the student
loan financing
you need now and
the repayment
options you may
need later, call

Paul Levine, Director of the Raoul
Wallenberg Professorship of Human Rights at
Rutgers University will

Citibank at
1-80o-692-820o
and ask for

be speaking on Sweden's
involvement in the Holocaust. "When Indifference Becomes Concern:
Sweden's Reaction to
Genocide During the Second World War," will be
presented on Thurs., Oct.
5 at 8:00 p.m. in the Rotunda. Free admission.

Operator 274,
send in the coupon
below, or visit your
school's Financial
Aid Office.

Applications forms
are available for a tenmonth English instructor
position at Hwa Nan
Women's College in
Fuzhou, Fujian province,
China. Applicants must
be female and have demonstrated an interest in
the study of Chinese language and culture. FMI
and application form,
contact Suzanne Barnett,
Department of* History
(x3168) or Chris Ives, Director, Asian Studies Program
(x3753). Application deadline: Nov. 1, 1995.

Occupational and
physical therapy applications are available in Jones
106. Application deadline is
Jan. 15, 1996.

Yes.
.

That's why
Citibank
student loans
have new,
flexible
repayment
options.

PLEASE SEND ME APPLICATIONS FOR
THE FOLLOWING STUDENT LOANS:

Citibank Federal

Name
Address

Apt.

Stafford Loan
(subsidized and unsubsidized)

Citibank Federal PLUS Loan
(for parents of dependent students only)

City

Zip

Telephone

Citibank Graduate
Loan Program

Social Security #

(for graduate students of all disciplines
- please indicate your field of study)

You are currently:

MAIL THIS COUPON TO:
Citibank (NYS)

State

❑ an undergraduate student

❑ a graduate student

Year of graduation

If you are a graduate student, please indicate the field of study you are pursuing:
Attn: The Student Loan Corporation
Business (MBA)
❑ Medicine (allopathic and osteopathic
thic studies)
P.O. Box 22948
10 Engineering
❑ Nursing
Rochester, NY 14692-2948
E Other (please specify)
OR CALL 1-80o-692-820o and ask for
Operator 2 74.
VISIT OUR WEB SITE at http://www.loci.com/HO/village/Citibank/CSLC.html
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WORK
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BULLDOG NEWS
& ESPRESSO

FOR ALL
SEASONS

2000 MAGAZINES
756-NEWS

Seasonal Decorations
759-0205

GIARDINI

NEW ERA
CLEANERS

Video Rentals & Dreyer's IceCream & Frozen Yogurt 752-9667

Gifts & Garden
New Location
759-0077

JULIA ELLEN

SAFEWAY

Fine Men's &
Women's Clothing
10% Student Discount

Special $1.00
12oz. Lattes
With UPS ID--Exp. 11/30/95
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ON CAMPUS
29 September-1 October ASUPS
Campus Films presents Shallow

Grave. Showtimes are Fri.-Sat.
7:00 & 9:30 p.m. and Sun. 6:00 &
8:30 p.m. $1 w/ UPS i.d., $2 w/out.

Az"Z"
thru 22 October- Kittredge
Gallery is exhibiting sculptures by
Gail Simpson and ceramics by
John McCuistion. Gallery hours are
Monday through Friday, 10 a.m. to
4 p.m., and Sunday 1 to 4 p.m.
Admission is free.

TirigA -mg

6-7 October- The UPS Inside
Theatre presents playwright and
student director Lisa Lusero's, /

Envision a Room. Performances
will be Friday and Saturday at 7:30
p.m. Pick up your tickets at the Info
Center or at the door.
VW-S.7C
29 September- Seattle Chamber
Players with guest pianist Anton
Nel. This performance is part of the
University of Puget Sound
Jacobsen Concert Series and will
be held in the Concert Hall at 7:30
p.m. Tickets are $8 for general
admission and $6 for students or
senior citizens.

29 September- Friday in the Great
Hall: The Investigators, The
Stains, The Strollers, 66 Saints.
The show will begin at 7 p.m.,
tickets are $6. Call 756-3419 for
more information.

FOR SALE.

KEEP YOUR SEX LIFE
SAFE AND PRIVATE.
Free catalog of discreetly-packaged,
FDA-approved condoms (the latest
shapes, sizes, textures, degrees of sensation), lubricants, and spermicidal
contraceptives. Confidential.
The Sustainable Population
Project, Inc.
PO Box 95847, Seattle, WA
98145-2847

CRUISESHIP JOBS!
Attention students! Earn $2000+
monthly. Part-time and full-time.
World Travel. Carribean, Hawaii. All
positions available. No experience
necessary .CALL (520) 505-3123.

FOR SALE.
Electronics, sporting goods, computers, and more at below wholesale.
Daily specials sent to you on fax or
fax/modem. Call/fax 752-0744.

the new

29 September- Tacoma Symphony will perform at the Pantages
Theater at 8:00 p.m. Call 272-7264
for more information.

exotic French film about marriage,
prostitution, and blackmail.
Weekend showtimes are 5 p.m.
and 7 p.m. with a Sunday matinee
at 2:45 p.m.. Film will be showing
on weekdays at 7:15 p.m. only.
Regular admission is $5, call 5915894 for more information.

30 September- The Backstage
presents their Annual Rockabilly
Blow Out! Swing, shake, and rock
and roll to this lively music. Show
begins at 9 p.m. $10 at the door.
Located in Seattle, call (206) 3243372 for directions.

29 September-2 October The
Varsity Theater in Seattle will be
showing Rebel Without a Cause
with that adorable James Dean.
Nightly at 4:30, 7, and 9:30 p.m.
Tickets are $6.75 (yikes! maybe
you should just rent it). Call (206)
632-3131 for more information.

HOT LOCAL SPOTS
Shakabrah Java will be hosting
Cheap 'N' EZ. this Saturday, and
Joe De Benedictus on Wednesday. Enjoy an espresso and
Tacoma's own musicians for a night
Of smokia'entertainment.
Shows are free and begin at 8:30
p.m.

OT HER
A A A

Borders Books and Music also
present local musicians in their
espresso bar. Comfortable
atmosphere with a great music
and book selection can provide a
whole evening of entertainment.
Call 473-9111 for more information.

Seattle Art Museum and Seattle
Asian Art Museum offer sketching

-mg

classes bi-weekly. Pick up a
drawing board, pencil, and stool at
the museum entrance and work
from your favorite piece from the
museum's collection.
A professional artist will roam
about, providing individual
instruction and feedback. The
class is $5 for members and $7 for
non-members. Classes will be held
at the SAM on October 7 and

26 September-15 OctoberTacoma Actors Guild presents
The Quick Change Room at

is $3 before 7 p.m. and $5 after,
(bargain day on Monday, $3 all

29 September-14 October
Tacoma Little Theatre will be
starting their fall season with Lend

The Antique Sandwich Co, has
Open Mike every Tuesday night
from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. Listen to
folk, blues, and country while you
eat dinner. Admission is $3. For
more information, call 752-4069.

(--------

Trail advertising gets results.

Schwinn 3-speed with rear wheel wire,
carrying baskets, generator light,
squeeze horn. A classic! Ideal for
short, flat commute.
Sekai 10-speed with rear wheel rack
and tacks, portable pump, water bottle
clip holder. Call Bob at 752-1420, if
interested.

November 4 and at the SAAM on
October 21 and November 18.
Times are 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. For
registration information call 6543121.

141/1,4 ie

thru 5 October- The Rialto
Theater presents Belle de Jour, an

Theatre on the Square. Ticket
prices vary, call 272-2145 for
tickets and information.

Classifieds!
C

Me A Tenor by Ken Ludwig.

F1.1,141,5
21-28 September- Grand Tacoma
Central is now showing Jeffrey.

The Prophecy, The Brothers
McMullen and Smoke. Admission

4 OCTOBER, 1995

SEPTEMBER -

shows). Showtimes may vary, call
593-4474 for more information.

7- mgA

OFF CAMPUS
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I AM SWAMPED

THE
TRAIL

Award winning & AAA approved

Bay views * Hot tub * Fireplace
TVs * Phones * All private baths

Busy new office seeks help with retail
business. Part-time and full time spots
available. $500-3K/month. DOQ.
Serious only please. CALL 589-9862

'

COMMENCEMENT BAY

HELP WANTED!
23 FULL OPENINGS! Payrate $10/
hour. Internships and scholarships are
available. Flexible scheduling around
classes. Interview immediately. No experience necessary! Info: 589-0340

Tacoma's most elegant BnB "
****
Bed & Breakfast

756-3278

3312 N. Union Ave.
752-8175

GOOD WEEKLY

INCOME
processing mail for national company!
Free supplies! Free postage! No
selling! Bonuses! Start immediately!
Genuine oppurtunity! Rush S.A.S.E.:
GMC, SUITE 216
1861 N. FEDERAL HWY
HOLLYWOOD, FL 33020

Senior & Student
Discounts

RESEARCH
INFORMATION
Largest Library of information in U.S. all subjects

Mon.-Sat. 11-9
Sun. 4-9

Vietnamese Restaurant
"NOUVELLE CUISINE"

Order Catalog Today with Visa / MC or COD

800-351-0222

or (310) 477-8226
Or. rush $2.00 to: Research Information
11322Idaho Ave.. # 206-A, Los Angeles, CA 90025

KUPS za.2.

orrekoine each

&tale/it& a/n/ft paicatt,g
756.5092 • 2514 North Proctor • Tacoma

S661`8Z iN wai das mil 7ip

October has been proclaimed by President
Clinton as National Arts and
Humanities Month. Celebrate the arts with your
campus community or
explore the creative energy
in Tacoma and Seattle.
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UPS student, Shakespeare author October plays
BY JENA WONG
4 eV Writer
.

Jungle Fever hits UPS! The Inside
Theatre is putting on two shows in
October. The first show, / Envision
a Room, was written and will also
be directed by UPS senior Lisa
Lusero.
Lusero's play focuses on a conversation between a black woman
and a white woman, and brings up
issues such as racial identity and race
relations. The cast of / Envision a
Room is composed of actors from
both UPS and the Tacoma community. Not only is the cast geographi-

cally diverse, but it is also racially
diverse, which is a rare occurrence
at UPS.
The message that Lusero would
like to send to her audience is that
"we should talk about racial issues."
"White students need to have a
valid say in issues concerning race,
not just minority students. Racial
issues concern everyone," Lusero
said.
Lusero would also like to thank
Scott Weldin and Geoff Proehl for
their support and kindness. Performances of I Envision a Room are
on Oct. 6 and 7 at 7:30 p.m. The

cost is free.
The second show is full of love
triangles, a set of twins, practical
jokes and cross-dressing. Is this a
Quentin Tarantino play? Nope, it's
Twelfth Night, a Shakespearean
comedy set in the Edwardian Period
(the early twentieth century). At the
center of the play is Viola, whose
part will be played by sophomore
Courtney Bitner. Viola is shipwrecked in a foreign country, and in
order to survive in her new environment she is forced to masquerade as
a man. Another interesting story line
involves Sir Toby Belch, played by
senior Clayton Tejada. Belch is a

man fond of partying and pulling
practical jokes on his fellow man.
Director Geoff Proehl is interested
in exploring the "expectations that
were held for men and women of
that time period, and the influence
that class structure had over people's
lives."
When asked why people should
come see the play, cast member
Adrienne Weil exclaimed, "The
angle that we're taking on it is both
classic and original. It's a beautiful
blend of romance and comedy. The
actors are great! I look forward to
going to rehearsals all day."
Fellow castmate Mike Cruz shares

Weil's enthusiasm and encourages
all to see Twelfth Night.
"This play is full of energy and
it's a fun mix of outrageous comedy
and passionate romances," Cruz
said.
Show times for Twelfth Night are
Fri., Oct. 27, at 7:30 p.m.; Sat., Oct.
28, at 2 and 7:30 p.m.; Wed., Nov.
1, at 7:30 p.m.; Thurs., Nov. 2, at
7:30 p.m.; Fri., Nov. 3, at 7:30 p.m.;
and Sat., Nov. 4, at 2 and 7:30 p.m.
The costs are $8 for the general audience and $6 for students, matinees
are $7 and $5 respectively. All tickets can be bought at the Info Center
or at the door.

Showgirls: leave your good taste at the door
BY JASON JAKAITIS

Coitribmt;,1 gAittr
Showgirls is an awful, tasteless
and pathetically unerotic excuse for
a movie.
If you're in a rush, then read no
further. If you are interested in how
such a highly touted and anticipated
film could be so grotesquely disheartening and stomach-churningly
vomitous, please read on.
But first, the plot in its entirety:
Ex-hooker becomes famous in Vegas (I hope I didn't lose you there).
Playing the leading role of the
kind-hearted whore Nomi Malone,
is Elizabeth Berkley (Jesse Spano
from "Saved by the Bell"), a marginally talented actress with (deservedly) little film experience. Malone,
running away from her past as a
prostitute, decides to start her life

over and become... a stripper(???).
After getting sucked into the violent
and eternally greedy world of show
business, Malone works her way up

Female nudity is usually
presented without
eroticism in Showgirls.
Besides Berkley's, the
breasts most commonly
seen throughout the film
are those of a 300-pound
foul-mouthed bthemoth.
the Las Vegas ladder of fame via
backstabbing and foulplay (can anybody else see a "Models Inc." episode in here?) until she reaches the
pinnacle of her skyrocketing fame.
Berkley drives home the enlightening belief that all you need to do in

order to achieve stardom is to break
the legs of the opposition and sleep
with your boss. God bless America.
Director Paul Verhoeven decides
though, that his two and a half hour
breast-a-thon must not die on such a
positive note. Instead, he extends
the viewer's misery by including a
horrific gang-rape scene. The lead
rapist, a world famous Las Vegas
singer, is not prosecuted because he
is just that, a world famous Las Vegas singer. They can do anything
they want to us mortals (only OJ gets
caught).
This review would prove incomplete without addressing the sexual
content of this film, for that is the
sole reason why it has received this
undeserved attention. While female
nudity is prevalent throughout the
entire picture, it is usually presented
without eroticism and achieves mini-

mal arousal from the viewers. Besides Berkley's, the breasts most
commonly seen throughout the film
are those of a 300-pound foulmouthed behemoth. Of the three sex
scenes in the picture, one is the
aforementioned gang-rape scene,
one is a lap dance in which half the
duo remains clothed, and the last is
so violent it's actually more painful
than arousing.
Writer Joe Eszterhas has created
a frightening script laden with tasteless, pointless snippets ("It's not the
same without someone cumming all
over you, is it?") and gruesome
sexual innuendo ("I needed to hear
that like I needed that lump of flesh
I had removed from my twat last
week"). Any possible humor lies
beneath layers of filth and putridity.
Trite, overused cliches are more
rampant than nipples in Esztrehas

Unstrung Heroes worth your Friday night
Sincere, engaging film makes for an excellent date movie
BY ARLO PELEGRIN
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Reviewer

Bittersweet dulcimer and marimba music combines with grainy,
primitive black-and-white film clips
through which the audience is introduced to a '50s family: the energetic,
experimentative father, the beautiful,
patient mother, the young and carefree daughter, and twelve-year-old
Steven. It is through his eyes that the
story is shown.
Unstrung Heroes, the first major
film for Diane Keaton as a director,
is rich, subtle, and sensitive. It deals
with a family handling the terminal
kr \
illness of the mother, but contains
(thankfully) none of the cloying sap.
pmess of such heartstring-plucking
cu tearjerkers as My Life. The movie
E avoids confronting the whole mortality issue in too much depth, even
uo)
c. as Andie MacDowell wastes away
before our very eyes.
el This is a welcome change. The
44
I-4 story seems at first like it could eas, ily be about a family becoming co-

hesive through troubled times, but
it is not; instead, it is the story of
Steven's confrontation with the prospect of finding his own way of relating to his world. The sudden
awareness that his mother is dying
is paired with an urge to do things
outside of the expectations set on
him by his wildly creative father, at
whom the tensions gnaw unmercifully, and from whom very little
compassion flows forth. He is in his
own anxious, fearful world, and
there is limited space in that world
to meet a twelve-year-old's needs.
When Steven recognizes this, he
leaves the nest to reside with his two
uncles for an indefinite period of
time. The uncles, played by Michael
Richards (Kramer from "Seinfeld")
and Maury Chaykin, can give him
the attention and distraction that he
needs. Richards gives a superb performance as the perpetually alarmed
and paranoid uncle, hopping and
twitching like a bug in the microwave. His perception of the world
fills it with conspirators and faceless

antagonists lurking in every shadow,
intangible enemies but still more tangible and combatable than the withering cancer that ravages Steven's
mother. It is a world Steven is grateful to slip into. Chaykin's uncle is
simple and childlike without being
vapid; he finds an enviable fascination in mundane objects, and compliments the other uncle marvelously.
One is reminded of how magical
and strange and difficult it was to be
twelve years old through Nathan
Watt's performance as Steven, who
looks strangely like a pre-pubescent
Gary Oldman. He is poised on the
edge of childhood, about to begin
that slow and painful transcendence
into the serious and foreign world
of adults. To the movie's obvious
credit, the children act and speak like
children, not like little adults.
Keaton's directing is very effective
- she coaxes a convincing depth out
of every character, giving the impression of lives that extend beyond
the eye of the camera and the pages

of the screenplay.
The music in Unstrung Heroes is
far superior to most contemporary
movie tunes. Composed and performed by Thomas Newman, who
also wrote the memorable score to
Altman's The Player, the music is
at turns, so beautiful and so intense
that it at times overshadows the
movie. In addition to the normal
strings and woodwinds that one is
sure to hear in any soundtrack,
Newman stirs in some homemade
sounds: gongs and rubber-band violins and an eclectic assortment of
percussive noises, all orchestrated
perfectly to create a unique and engaging sound.
Unstrung Heroes is loaded with
feeling and sincerity. I highly recommend it to anyone looking to
break the routine of aimed-at-thelowest-common-denominator cud
that has been pushed our way all
summer. Also, it's an excellent date
movie. If you're in the tentative
hand-holding stage, your timing and
movie-choice could not be better.

incredibly unpleasant script.
Lacking acting talent, traces of a
tangible plotline, digestible dialogue
or a decisive purpose in its creation,
Showgirls will be held upon a
pedestal...as a beaming example of
why NC-17 films of this caliber have
no business being shown upon the
movie screen.
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The weird, the wack, the wonderful
Clouds Taste Metallic -The Flaming Lips
--- Nature- Nature
You Have The Right To Remain Sile ►t... - X-Cops

The Flaming Lips are at it again.
Within the first fifteen seconds of
their new album Clouds Taste Metallic, I was searching my room to
find out what the hell was making
that weird clicking noise. It was, of
course, the fellas in the Flaming Lips
making some sort of movie-projector sound in the background of "The
Abandoned Hospital Ship," a skeletal burst of noise from America's
suburbs.
The Lips have always been odd
boys, what with their Jesus fixations
and their love for odd little sonic effects. Despite their eccentricities,
they scored an MTV hit with "She
Don't Use Jelly" off the pop masterpiece Transmissions From The
Satellite Heart. The new album
takes a few steps back from its
predecessor's sing-along antics, but
the tunes are still quite strong.
The Lips seem to be handling success extremely well, delivering a
well-crafted album with an extra
helping of pure noise. Vocalist
Wayne Coyne's absurd tales ("Guy
Who Got A Headache and Accidentally Saves the World"--It's ART,
plain and simple) ring cheerfully out
from a cool wash of guitar clamor.
It's like talking to a slightly mad bus
passenger on a brisk autumn day.
The Flaming Lips... what a bunch of
cool guys.
Grade: B+ as in "This Here Giraffe."

Some people shouldn't start
bands. Some people need to be
slapped really, REALLY hard.
People like Ugly Kid Joe. People
like Silverchair. People like Nature.
The boys in Nature seem to have
all the makings of potentially cool
people: they watch Reservoir Dogs,
they watch Russ Meyer flicks, they...
urn... er... okay, so that's about all
the cool stuff you can say about

them; good bands have been built on
less. The main problem with these
fellows is that they aren't nearly as
smart as they think they are. All the
pretentious art-bastard posturing
they do would be almost tolerable if
they didn't couple it with lines like
"Live this Jackie Chan Jungle Love
dream with us" (I swear to God they
actually say it. I couldn't lie about
something that dumb). Even worse,
the above line comes from a song
called "Z-man's Party," which
means it's about the MAIN MAN
from Russ Meyer's "Beyond the
Valley of the Dolls" (co-written by
movie critic Roger Ebert) and fouling Z-man's name with this sort of
stupidity is blasphemy, plain and
simple.
The music has a few lucid moments when the band's metal techno-

stead focus on playing songs that are
ludicrous in their brutality. Take a
quick listen to "Cavity Search" or
"Zipper Pig" and you'll get the picture awful damn quick, punk. The
X-Cops don't even pretend that their
jokes are clever, which is what
makes lyrical triumphs like "I was
once a human being/just like you or
you/now I'm a drippy mess/my face
has turned to glue" so rad.

1

ALL THE BANK
STUFF
YOU'LL NEED.

The main problem with
these fellows is that they
aren't nearly as smart as
they think they are. All
the pretentious artbastard posturing they
do would be almost
tolerable if they didn't
couple it with lines like
"Live this Jackie Chan
Jungle Love dream with
us"
funk bollocks congeals long enough
for the listener to have a bit of fun,
but Nature has an irritating tendency
towards "we're too smart to rock"
pseudo-intellectualism. The
listener's rewards are few and far
between, and can't even attempt to
make up for the tremendous apology you'll owe your brain.
The Grade: Oh, I don't know...
something bloody awful. They
sound like a cyberpunk Blind Melon,
for god's sake.

You'll owe your brain an apology
after listening to the X-Cops, too, but
it's worth it. You Have The Right To
Remain Silent... is like getting
crushed by a wooly mammoth while
inhaling helium and getting arrested
by a foul-mouthed third grader. The
X-Cops are GWAR, see, except
they're not dressed as monsters,
they're dressed like cops and they're
really disgusting and offensive and
I just know I'm losing brain cells just
THINKING about this band. Ain't
it great?
The best part is that this record is
quite a bit heavier than anything
GWAR's been up to in a while. The
X-Cops jettison all "rock radio"
leanings (except for a quick mangling of "Highway Star") and in-

Unlike those prats in Nature, the
X-Cops KNOW they're stupid. They
revel in it. They take their stupidity
home, have it bronzed, and display
it proudly, right next to their doughnuts and their "Soldier of Fortune"
collection. This is great... with this
album and a rented copy of "Maniac
Cop," you'll be ready to serve and
protect all night.
Grade: B for severe Beating.
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You don't have
to be a diehard, radical,
half-crazed
activist to
make a
difference in
the world
when it comes
to this disease.

Stop sign in hand, a black "Obey
Me!" t-shirt on, and a strict look on my face,
I stood on the corner of 26th and Proctor
and waited for the Pierce County AIDS
Walk to begin. Having walked in it for the
past two years, I felt this year that I needed
a bit more of a challenge, so I volunteered
as a Course Monitor. My responsibilities?
Keep everyone on the sidewalk, monitor the
health of all feet and cheer the walkers on.
A small training session, a little common
sense, and a whole lot of enthusiasm and I
was all set to make a difference in the AIDS
pandemic...well, at least for a few hours on
a Saturday morning.
The annual Pierce County AIDS
Walk is one of the most important
fundraisers for the Pierce County AIDS
Foundation (PCAF). A non-profit organization, PCAF depends a great deal on
financial support from the community.
Although this year PCAF raised close to
$95,000 from private contributions, PCAF
and other AIDS-related organizations rely
on much more than our money. Often what
they really need is our time and our energy;
volunteers provide the foundation of the
Foundation. And while many of us as
students can't afford to give money, we can
volunteer and give a little bit of ourselves
to the community.
Even though many of us grew up in
the midst of the early part of the AIDS
epidemic, it can be tempting to dismiss the
issue. Inundated by "safer sex" messages,
we twenty-somethings can feel overwhelmed and tired by AIDS. Or else we feel
it won't touch us: if you're not gay, an IV
drug user or a hemophiliac, what's there
to worry about? Or we're in such deep
denial that we can't think about it. For
whatever reasons, many of us (including
yours truly) want to run from the disease
and forget it ever happened.

Unfortunately, though, for all of us,
AIDS exists. And it exists in Tacoma—in
our very own community, even on our own
campus. We cannot ignore it or dismiss it.
We must be aware of the disease and fight
it. And fighting AIDS isn't as difficult as it
sounds. You don't have to be a die-hard,
radical, half-crazed activist to make a
difference in the world. You don't even need
to give up that much time. Volunteer for
the AIDS Walk once a year. Help with bulk
mailings once a month. Cook dinner at an
AIDS hospice once a
week. Spend five hours a
week hanging out with a
person living with AIDS.
The possibilities are
endless. If you're not only
dedicated to fighting the
disease, but challenging
the fear which surrounds
it, there's a job out there
waiting for you.
Allison Hoffman
has found just such a job.
A senior majoring in
sociology, Hoffman's work
study award allows her to
work off-campus at PCAF as the Volunteer
Coordinator Assistant. It's her job to call
volunteers, line them up with specific
assignments and try to fulfill their
expectations while serving the needs of the
Foundation.
"My job is to help make volunteering
a gratifying experience," said Hoffman. "It
gives me a lot of satisfaction to guide
volunteers, match them with activities they
enjoy and hear of their growth."
Interested in pursuing a career in
the social services, Hoffman began working
with the foundation a year and a half ago.
Initially hoping to gain experience in the
world of non-profit organizations, she
wasn't necessarily looking for a job at an
AIDS foundation, but now she's glad she
has it. "Coordinating volunteers is a great
experience. It has nurtured my abilities
and developed my skills," said Hoffman.
"But the most important part of my job isn't
the type of work I do—it's the involvement
with the agency. I feel comfortable working
here, and PCAF's mission statement
includes many issues I strive for in my own
life, most importantly fighting homophobia
and providing care for people living with
AIDS."
Demonstrating PCAF's dedication to
all people, its mission statement reads,
"The mission of [PCAF] is to affirm the
dignity of all persons, promote the
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ro Tacoma Community

Bohn's first experience volunteering
involved spending time at Three Cedars,
the AIDS hospice in Tacoma. "Three
Cedars is a great place, although
challenging to work at. You deal with all
levels of sickness, from band-aids to
changing soiled bed sheets," said Bohn.
"Working there becomes a very personal
commitment. It is scary, but I feel my
spirituality centers around helping
people—giving time and energy to others.
It gives me a sense of peace and serenity."
When asked how she would advise
students who have recently become
interested in AIDS and related issues,
Bohn said, "I encourage you to check out
the HIV/STD Leadership Training. But as
you get involved with the issues, proceed
with caution. It can be painful, so prepare
yourself."
Painful, and also rewarding, those
who volunteer for AIDS-related causes
experience something deeply satisfying.
AIDS addresses one of the most human of
all needs—sexuality, and challenges each
one of us in the most individual of ways.
We all live with the disease—whether as
carriers of the virus, as negative partners,
as friends of a person living with the
disease, as sisters to an HIV+ individual,
or as parents of a deceased son. While we
cannot change the fact that AIDS is
present in many of our lives, we can
change how we respond to it and help those
who need us the most.

"Sex is a human
instinct. It
supersedes any
rational
thought. Trying
to teach people
to change
behavior around
it is a
challenge."
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AIDS

STUDENTS can volunteer by landscaping outside a hospice.
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rifection through feminist," Bohn dedicates herself to
ssist persons living educating the campus community. As a
heir families, and student facilitator for the HIV/STD
based on sexism, Leadership Training sponsored by the
is associated with Center for Health and Wellness and
Residential Programs, she feels helping
3. se associated only students understand AIDS-related issues
LIDS appears in all is of utmost importance.
According to Bohn, understanding
especially true in
31% of AIDS cases AIDS requires an in depth discussion of
11% in women, and sex. "Sex is a human instinct," said Bohn.
ncomes less than "It supersedes any rational thought. Trying
to teach people to change
behavior around it is a
challenge!" But one she
nonetheless enjoys. "My
interest in this issue has
actually less to do with
AIDS and more to do
with sex and selfesteem," Bohn said.
"Each year I continue to
learn more about human
relations. Every person
I talk with is at a
different place sexually.
AWARENESS
Some people are just
fucking, while others
are just starting. As an
to diagnosis). With educator, I have to teach these people on
s imperative that different levels."
!AF create spaces Although at this point in her life
she is firmly committed to AIDS education,
chting homophobia as a first year student Bohn challenged her
mmunity has been own homophobia and AIDS unawareness.
it part of her life. Motivated by close friends who came out
rallying point for to her during her freshman year, Bohn
s in wanted to combat her
own homophobia. After
attending a presentation
like
Inundated by
by a gay man living with
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sere
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Wood
who volunteer start doing something about them," said
lation," she said. Bohn. "I also think I needed to overcome
around younger my own asexuality and become familiar
see the University and comfortable with the full range of
ware of this issue." human sexual experience. Once I
understood it, I figured everyone ought to.
m, the past three I feel this disease is caused by our
lot of awareness discomfort with sex and low self-esteem. I
,cribed "pro-sex want people to not be ashamed about sex."
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Late Viking strike sinks Logger defense
BY ALASDAIR MACMILLAN
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CHRISTI Ruppe dribbles around a Western Washington Viking attack.

Writer

The Puget Sound women's soccer team
conceded two late goals to lose 2-1 to the
Portland State Vikings at home on Sunday.
The Loggers had been leading 1-0 going into
the last 15 minutes of overtime until Vikings
forward Shannon Burley scored twice in the
space of a minute to seal a late victory for
the Vikings.
A 0-0 score at the end of regular time was
representative of how evenly matched the
two teams were throughout the game. For
much of regular time this soccer match was
a war of attrition, neither team gaining a clear
advantage. Play was centered around fierce
midfield battles and solid defending.
In particular, the Vikings sweeper Kara
Jackson was defending with flair. However,
when the Loggers did penetrate the Viking
defense they were unable to covert some
goal-scoring opportunities. The Loggers
midfield combined down both sides of the
field and put some passing movements together.
In the first half of overtime the game became increasingly frantic as each side tried
desperately to score the winning goal. The
pace settled down in the sixth minute of the
first half as the Loggers gained a momentary advantage. The Vikings could not clear

the ball oul of their own end and a corner kick
in the sixth minute of overtime lead to the first
goal.
From the corner, sophomore Christi Ruppe
angled a header toward the left post, but the
shot was saved by the goalkeeper. The
goalkeeper's clearance fell only as far as Logger defender Jennifer Snowden, who turned
and shot at goal. The goalkeeper dived but
fumbled the ball, and Mary Zielinski blasted
the ball into the net.
The Loggers entered the second half of overtime looking like they would hold on for victory until a couple of blunders allowed Shannon Burley to win the game for the Vikings.
The first came with 13 minutes of time left to
play.
Burley, took an opportunistic shot and
slipped it by the Logger defense and goalkeeper Jennifer Mark to tie the game.
Perhaps dazed by the last goal, or simply
fatigued, the Loggers lost heart for a moment
and Burley struck again. Assisted by Millette
DeSpain, whose left wing pass left her unchallenged, Burley fired the ball past the Loggers
keeper.
In the remaining minutes the Loggers fought
back well, especially through the robust play
of Erin Pheil, but it was all in vain.
The Loggers next game will be an important one against conference rival Evergreen
State College on Thursday, Sept. 28.

Football falls to 4th in nation
BY JASON JAKAITIS
ContriAmeing gAitor

Reeling from a disappointing
showing in the opening day loss
to Southern Oregon State College, the last team the Loggers
wanted to face last Saturday was
the nationally ranked Western
Washington Vikings. Ranked
fourth in the nation going into the
game, the talent-laden Vikings
exploded for a 28-0 first quarter
lead en route to a 52-7 trouncing
of the Loggers.
At half-time, the scored stood

at 35-0. The Viking defense wreaked
havoc upon quarterback Chris
Schlecht, who completed just four
passes and was intercepted twice in
the first half.
He was replaced by Ian Crossland
in the second half, who fared similarly, being sacked four times and
throwing two interceptions of his
own.
The running game failed to repeat
the success it had against the Raiders in the previous week. The team
managed 56 yards on 32 attempts.
The lone Logger score came on a
2 yard touchdown run by Darryl

LOGGERS concentrate on blocking and return.

Wright. The Logger
defense had made an
impressive 3-andout stand against the
Viking offense,
causing them to punt
out of their own end
zone and giving the
Loggers excellent
field position. Starting at midfield,
Crossland and
Wright combined to
march the offense 51
yards for the touchdown.
While Ricardo
Aguirre, Rob Hoag
and Erin Clendenin
stood out as defensive stoppers, the
Logger defense as a
whole proved to be
porous. The Vikings
scored four touchdowns before they
were forced to punt.
The Loggers,
overmatched by the LOGGER
NAIA juggernaut Vikings, were unable to improve on the 48-3 thrashing they received last year at the
hands of the Vikings.
"We play in the hardest NAIA division in the league," said defensive
lineman Alpha Owens about the
Columbia Division.
With Western Washington University, 8-3 in the previous season, behind them, the Loggers will face
Linfield College (8-2 last year),
Willamette (7-2) and Pacific

offense rushes through.
Lutheran (11-2) throughout the
rest of the year.
"Moving from the NAIA to the
NCAA will probably be easier
than you'd think because of all the
tough teams we play in the Colombia Division," Owens said.
Next week the Loggers face
Simon Fraser University at
Swangard Stadium in Burnaby,
British Columbia. The Loggers
defeated Simon Fraser last year
27-24.
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UPSwing starts up again
BY KATIE YOUNG
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UPSwing, the UPS dance squad,
will hold tryouts for this year's team
starting Tuesday, Oct.. 3, from 6 to
8:30 p.m. in the dance room of
Pamplin Gym.
Anyone is welcome to tryout, including men and women of little or
no dancing background. Candidates
learn a routine to be performed at the
end of the week, about a minute or
two in length, as well as choreographing their own one minute piece
performed the following Thursday.
The current team consists of nine
returning members: five sophomores, three juniors and one senior.
These members perform routines at
UPS men's basketball games during
halftime.

"We are not a swing dancing team,
we are not cheerleaders, but we do
dance to a hip-hop, jazz, upbeat
style," said team member and sophomore Liane Kimura.
The squad is student-started, student-run and student-funded, and is
now in its fifth year at UPS. There

Fencing Lessons
The Art Of Swordfigliting

As far as uniforms go, the team
members decide what to wear as a
group.
"We are different from most other
dance teams because we're a lot
more conservative in our dress?' said
senior member Coren Ing. "We're
out there because we like to dance,
not to show our bodies off."
The team was started by a group
of students who wanted to perform,
but at the time there was no dance
team at UPS.
They currently practice twice a
week for two hours in the new dance
room in the gym.
"We have lasted this long because
those of us dancing love what we're
doing," said former team captain
Victoria Williams. "We want to be a
part of supporting our team and encouraging crowd participation."

"We are not a swing
dancing team, we are not
cheerleaders, but we do
dance to a hip-hop, jazz,
upbeat style."
Liane Kimura
is no coach or designated choreographer and routines are created by
the individual team members and
taught during practice.

n

Contact Bruce Burch of
(206) 588-3759 for more information.
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Briefly in sports...
Intense action
for Men's
Soccer
The Puget Sound Men's Soccer
team had their share of heart stopping moments this past week as an
intense double-overtime victory
over Point Loma Nazerene was followed by a close loss to Simon
Fraser.
With the score knotted at 1-1 at
the end of regulation against Point
Loma, the Loggers played evenly
for the first overtime period before
scoring twice in the second overtime. Point Loma got one goal
back, but the Logger defense held
tight to preserve the win. Derrik
Mills and Chris Barney had the
overtime goals for the Loggers.
The result was less favorable
against Simon Fraser as the Clansmen jumped out to a 2-0 lead. The
Loggers were able to get a goal
back in the 75th minute but could
not convert again before the end of
the game.
The split this week moves the
Logger's record to 6-3 overall and

Cross Country
takes on Div. I
opponents

I -2 in conference play. The Loggers
will get a chance to improve their
league record this week as they
travel north for games against Seattle Univ. and Seattle Pacific.
—Micah Rice

Men's Cross Country finished
fourth last weekend at the University of Washington Invitational.
The Loggers were matched up
against big schools such as
Brigham Young, Utah, and the host
Washington.
Senior Ahman Dirks finished
26:01.85, earning 9th place among
collegiate athletes. Jon Westerman
was 15th in 26:20.65; Greg Fox
was 20th in 26:31.08; Eric Cook
took 26th place in 27:31.50; Quinn
Valenzuela was 28th in 27:31.82.
The 5,000 meter course handed
Women's Cross Country the sixth
place title on Saturday behind
Washington, Stanford, University
of Oregon, and Brigham Young.
Dana Murray was the top finisher
in 22nd place in a time of 18:02.70.
Sophomore Beth Robbins came in
26th, followed by Andrea Boitano,
April Plattner and My Nguyen,
with times under 19 minutes.
— Charlotte Bliss

Volleyball
dispatches
another foe
The Puget Sound Volleyball team
exhibited its depth on Sept. 20 as
they handled Simon Fraser 3-1. The
win put the Logger's record at 7-0
overall and 2-0 in league.
Key players Andrea Egans and
Janice Lwin both missed the trip due
to academic conflicts, but that just
cleared the way for others to step up.
Freshman Stephanie Anderson and
Sophomore Lori Inman tallied
double figures in kills, while senior
Wendy Weise added ten digs along
with 9 kills.
The Loggers will get into the heart
of the conference schedule this week
when they hit the road to face Central Washington on Saturday.
— Micah Rice
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Mariner's new stadium bond strikes out
Tax payers are unwilling to support a private organization
BY TODD STARKWEATHER
STAFF WRITER

What should a community do if
they have the opportunity to keep
their local major league baseball
team by coughing up some extra tax
dollars? Should a baseball team deserve public funds when more serious problems abound?
Residents of King County had the
opportunity to answer these questions and delivered a verdict of
"NO." They made it clear that they
are not willing to publicly finance
what they consider to be a private
enterprise.
Baseball teams were not always
considered a private enterprise, however. Just ask the residents of Brooklyn circa 1957. If they had the opportunity afforded to the King
County residents, the Dodgers
would currently be sitting in second
place in the National League East
behind Atlanta.
The results of the April 19 stadium
ballot demonstrates what American
communities now consider to be private and public domain as opposed
to those same notions nearly forty
years ago. The 1957 Brooklyn
Dodgers were the polar opposites to
the 1995 Seattle Mariners. The residents of Brooklyn considered the
Dodgers to be a public institution

sion.
It follows logically that when the
commodity becomes unattractive
(i.e. the team sucks) no one is willing to buy.
This is the curse Mr. O'Malley
brought upon baseball, by insisting
that baseball was a private enterprise
he lost community and public support. Sure, when a team wins and is
in the throes of a pennant chase
people will fill any park, as evidenced the by average crowds of
50,000 plus at the Kingdome this

PRINCIPLES

The results of the April 19
stadium ballot
demonstrates what
American communities now
consider to be private and
public domain as opposed
to those same notions
nearly forty years ago.
there for the benefit of the community. As far as they were concerned,
the Dodgers were solely the property of working class Brooklyners.
Dodgers owner Walter O'Malley
had a different notion. For him the
Dodgers were a private company
over which he had sole executive
right. The mayor and city council did
not give him a new stadium, so he
packed up and left for Southern California. Voters in Brooklyn then
threw the mayor out of office for letting the Dodgers leave.
Maybe the Dodgers' exit from
Brooklyn foretold the future of the
Mariners and every other baseball
team. Mr. O'Malley made a point of
telling America that baseball was a
private business that markets a certain commodity, just like automobiles and insurance. People used to
go to games and follow the teams
with a sense of community identity
and obligation. Now, for the most
part, baseball is an entertainment
commodity, like cinema and televi-

weekend. But had the Mariners been
languishing fifteen games out they
would have been lucky to draw
10,000 to any one game.
Even as the Mariners loom closer
to gaining their first playoff birth in
their history, the reaction of the 1995
Mariner fans is not the same as that
of Dodger fans of the fifties. Do
Mariner fans really feel a sense of
community triumph, that they, as a
community have won anything, or
is the sense of triumph more personal and private? Do people really

identify themselves as part of a community, and by being part of a community do they feel the need to affiliate themselves with the local
baseball team?
My guess is that if none of the
major players in Olympia can save
the Mariners and they do end up being sold to a group of buyers in Orlando or Virginia, very few will shed
tears. People will watch games of
other teams on cable or lose interest
all together.
Seattle would feel no shock if the

Mariners left. The Mariners might
be fun while they win, but they really don't mean anything. People
don't identify themselves with the
Mariners the same way people did
with the Dodgers.
So if the Mariners and baseball do
not mean anything to the community anymore is it really so bad that
they leave? After all, I amthe first
one to concede that there are better
ways to spend money. But I still
can't get over the fact that the Dodgers would still be happily residing
in Brooklyn had the residents there
been given the same opportunity as
the residents of King County.

SOUND RETIREMENT INVESTING

EVERYONE WILL GIVE YOU
THEIR TWO CENTS WORTH BUT WILL
THAT. BE ENOUGH TO RETIRE ON?
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oday there seems to be an investment expert or
financial advisor almost everywhere you turn.
But just how qualified are all these experts?
Peace of mind about your future comes from solid
planning. From investments and services designed
and managed with your needs and retirement security
specifically in mind. The kind of investments and
services TIAA-CREF has been providing for more
than 75 years.

annuity accounts. And we're nonprofit, so our expense
charges are among the lowest in the insurance and
mutual fund industries.° That means more of your
money is where it should be—working for you.
TIAA-CREF is now the largest private pension
system in the world, based on assets under management
—managing more than $145 billion in assets for more
than one and a half million people throughout the nation.

WE'LL HELP YOU BUILD
A REWARDING RETIREMENT.

TIAA-CREF:
THE CHOICE THAT MAKES SENSE.

Our counselors are trained retirement professionals
who have only you and your future in mind. So you're
treated as the unique person you are, with special
needs and concerns about retirement. And that makes
for an understanding, comfortable relationship.
With TIAA-CREF, you have plenty of choice and
flexibility in building your retirement nest egg—from
TIAA's guaranteed traditional annuity to the
investment opportunities of CREF's seven variable

It's tough to wade through all the "advice" to find a
reliable pension plan provider. But as a member of the
education and research community, your best choice is
simple: TIAA-CREF. Because when it comes to helping
you prepare for retirement, our annuities will add up to
more than spare change.
For more information about how TIAA-CREF can
help you prepare for the future, call our Enrollment
Hotline at 1 800 842-2888.
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Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.su
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DJ finds fault with new
KUPS social policy
Dear Editor,
I am writing this letter in protest
of the new social responsibility
policy at our campus radio station,
KUPS Tacoma, 90.1 FM. As a DJ
and former rap/r&b music director
at KUPS for three years, I am intimately familiar with the policies of
KUPS and the regulations of the
Federal Communications Commission which KUPS must follow.
For years, fellow rap DJs and I
have abided by the FCC rules concerning obscenities being aired during the "safe-harbor" period from
midnight until 6:00 a.m. (for those
who don't know, the FCC has
deemed seven words offensive and
these words can be played only from
pre-recorded material during on air
broadcasts within the "safe-harbor"
period). This safe harbor period allows DJs to play music in its original and uncensored form, the way
the music was intended to be heard.
This safe-harbor period enables all
KUPS DJs who have shows after
midnight to play unedited music that
is often not available in radio
friendly versions. The new social
responsibility policy suddenly has
stripped the safe-harbor period from
rap DJs. Due to this new policy, no
rap music will be played after midnight. There is no mention of any
other musical genres being restricted
from post-midnight broadcasts.
Therefore, alternative, metal and
other DJs are allowed to air the seven
words, but not rap DJs. This policy
attempts to unfairly single out rap
music as the only music containing
obscenities. We certainly must agree
that other musical genres such as
alternative rock and metal contain
obscenities as well as rap. The
shadow of racism envelops this
policy as I am sure we are aware that
the overwhelming majority of rap
performers are African Americans.
Do KUPS, ASUPS, the Dean of Students and the Board of Trustees (the
governing bodies of KUPS) intend
to suggest that an expletive uttered
by the African American rapper
Snoop Dogg is somehow more of-
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fensive than the same expletive sung
by the all-Caucasian band The Revolting Cocks?
The social responsibility policy
does not end at this point, however.
It continues by stating that any music deemed socially irresponsible
will not be aired on KUPS at any
time of the day or night. The music
is not limited to, but includes, any
form of music that "glorifies violence" or uses words or phrases that
demean other human beings. When
was KUPS given the divine authority to determine what is responsible
for all of society? What exactly is
the definition of "glorifies violence?" Are these not terms that are
open to interpretation by all individuals and not left to the discretion
of a single governing body? Is there
a hidden committee in ASUPS that
determines which songs "glorify
violence" and which reflect or describe events in society?
I do not recall electing a body of
officials at the UPS level, or any
level for that matter, charged with a
task of determining what is good or
bad for a society comprised of diverse groups of people. Who would
KUPS want to lead this body of high
and mighty moral pillars? Bob Dole?
C. Dolores Tucker? I fail to see the
KUPS logic that allows Dan Rather
to speak of a shooting in Harlem, but
censors 2Pac from speaking of urban violence in his neighborhood.
KUPS will not permit the 1986 hit
"Paul Revere" by the Beastie Boys
to be aired now, because in this song
weapons violence is discussed. One
of the group members says, in traditionally comic Beastie form, that he
"...pulled out the januny (gun) aimed
it at the sky... yelled stick 'em up and
let two fly..." These lyrics are no
more violent than your average Saturday morning cartoon or cinematic
depiction of the wild western frontier.
During any time of the day, this
policy is not limited to rappers, but
songs by many popular alternative
rock groups are also being censored.
Rage Against the Machine, Green
Day and other groups make references to weapons or violence in their
lyrics and these songs cannot be
played on KUPS. These groups are
frequently played on MTV and major radio stations across the nation,
so why not on KUPS? How can this
University censor the words of musicians because their lyrics may be
violent or demeaning, and yet at the

same time allow the movie Pulp Fiction which many claim is violent
and demeaning, to be played at campus films?
One of the words targeted in the
social responsibility polic,y is the
word "nigger." Who gave the management of KUPS, comprised of not
a single African American, the right
to decide that it is irresponsible for
an African American rapper to use
the word "nigger." According to the
social responsibility policy, I am no
longer allowed to play songs containing this word. By censoring the
word, will the word simply disappear from society? Will the debate
over the positive and negative aspects of this word cease to exist in
the public sphere? By stepping out
of the debate, KUPS has effectively
shown its cowardice in confronting
the tough issues of diversity and cultural history in this nation and at this
University. As a rap DJ I am no
longer allowed to play a song by Ice
Cube entitled "When I get to
Heaven." This song, which some
would consider violent, contains lyrics aimed at educating and empowering African Americans, but can no
longer be aired because the chorus
states that, "...they won't call me a
nigger when I get to heaven..." If I
am offended at his statements I have
the ability to turn my radio off.
The policies of KUPS have essentially taken away my rights as an
individual and replaced them with
their group beliefs of what is socially
responsible. Are we as students of
this University willing to grant the
management of KUPS the right to
determine what is offensive and demeaning to all of us? Are we not indtviduals with different beliefs and
morals? Since when has the University of Puget Sound been a collective with one guiding moral principle? Will they soon censor the
works of Mark Twain as he often
uses some form of the word "nigger"
in his writings? When will the University decide that it is socially irresponsible for us to play 2Pac, Ice
Cube, Green Day and Rage Against
the Machine in our own dorm rooms,
at school functions or in our cars as
we drive through campus?
I find the social responsibiliy
policy not only restricts the freedom
of expression of DJs and their listening audience, it also violates the
UPS Student Integrity Code, the
very code by which breaches of the
policy are punishable. The integrity

code states "The University community espouses no single correct way
to engage in intellectual inquiry, no
set body of beliefs to which all must
subscribe, and no restrictions on the
free expression of ideas." Two of the
basic principles of this integrity code
are the "...open exchange of
beliefs...(and) the right of all to speak
and to listen, without penalty...."
The social responsibility policy
clearly violates these norms set forth
by the University of Puget Sound
Integrity Code.
Obviously, the social responsibility policy espouses the belief that
rappers are somehow more offensive
in their usage of the seven words as
they are being restricted from after
midnight broadcasts. The social responsibility policy also espouses the
belief that offensive lyrics, although
often reflective of societal trends and
events, are not acceptable during any
broadcast at KUPS. The KUPS
policy forces all DJs and listeners to
conform to the ideal that violent or
demeaning lyrics, although a part of
our society, are somehow wrong and
should be banned from KUPS.
Furthermore, the integrity code
states that I cannot be punished for
my free expression of ideas and that
listeners cannot be punished for their
free exercise of listening. Yet, if I
play music that has been deemed socially irresponsible I risk losing my
position as a KUPS DJ. Listeners are
punished by this policy as they are
not given their right to choose what
music they will listen to on KUPS.
KUPS has seized the ability to make
the choices for us.
The time has come for us to stop
using Hollywood, rappers, authors
and the like as easy scapegoats for
the ills of society. I fear that in the
future my children will listen to
music that I find offensive. What I
fear more is a government, school
or otherwise, that eliminates their
freedom of choice to hear and play
whatever music they choose. KUPS
should not act as a filter through
which society must pass. Although
we may be revolted at what the
Cocks say, or offended at Snoop's
lyrics, we must all agree they have
the right to say it, and I certainly
have the right to hear it. If KUPS
and this University cannot agree to
these tenants, then what good is a
student funded and operated college
radio station anyway?

"G.I. Joe was better, with Transformers

"The Transformers, unlike their inferior
`American Hero' counterparts, have the
unique ability to adapt to the current
situation and transmognify. Also, they
have those cool decals that change when
you rub them, but I could be wrong."
—Ben "More than meets the eye"
Udkow

"G.I. Joe's were dumb because all they

,

Brian M. Vescovi

Sound Off shows lack of
campus diversity
Dear Editor,
You guys should practice what
you preach. Jason Jakaitis writes a
front page article on diversity that
extends to the, second page of the
paper. On the second page, Sound
Off asks three UPS students "How
would you describe the diversity at
the University of Puget Sound?"
How ironic that all three of these students are young, white students. Last
time I looked around campus there
seemed to be a number of Hawaiian
students, a couple of Asian students,
quite a number of older students, and
a couple of African-Americans. In
fact, page seventeen of that same
paper interviewed the same cut of
students as page two. Some diversity. You guys are off to your usual
good start.
Jeff Gilmore
UPS Senior

Media should show
Buchanan's positive side
Dear Editor,
I thought that the Buchanan story
was good, but the writer's bias toward him was negative. I really wish
the media could say something good
about him because he is what
America needs. He doesn't sell out
to big business and he actually has a
track record of doing what he says.
Also, if you didn't know, he was
former President Nixon's press
secertary. Try and print something
on Buchanan every month that is
positive and works toward getting
him elected.
David Stennett

Remember,
you too can
write for the
Trail. Stop by
SUB 011 or
call x3197 for
more
information.
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Which were the
better '80s toys,
G.I. Joe or the
Transformers?

you have two options. G. I. Joe on the
other hand, once you got that screw
out of their back, you had a plethora of
possibilities. Also G.I. Joe guys held up
to the WD-40 blowtorch test."
—Chris Plate

did were walk around and shoot each
other. Transformers were cool because
one minute they were cars and the
next, they were robots. Sheer toy
genius."
—Seth English-Young

"Transformers definitely because they
were a more creative idea. And if you
got tired of the way they looked, you
could change them."
—Karen Cavanaugh
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New milk found
Medium meal
plan feeds birds hard to swallow
medium: (mee dee um) the
middle, or average of a whole. I
made a colossal mistake by ordering the Ala Carte medium meal
plan.
NOTE: While I will be bitching
about certain aspects of the
Lawrence Street Station, in no way
do I harbor any negative opinions
toward their service or their food
(especially the bagels).

eviei to ri4
I am a medium sized guy with a
medium sized appetite, so when I
was asked what size meal plan I
desired for my first year of school
at the University of Puget Sound, I
made the effortless choice of, you
guessed it, "Ala Carte Medium."
I was by no means a Logger offensive lineman, and with my parents
already pinching every penny to
pay the $20,000+ tuition fees, I certainly was not going to order the
Ala Carte Hearty meal and then not
use all my points. This was a fatal
mistake and the cause of my
quickly approaching troubles. According to the Lawrence Street Station point system, I am a Logger
offensive lineman. Hell, I'm two
Logger offensive linemen!
With the Ala Carte Medium
meal plan, I receive roughly 300
points per day to spend on food.
That equates to 100 points per meal
(24 ounces of Orange Juice costs
98 points).
Today I had a grilled ham and
cheese sandwich for lunch, with a

16-ounce Pepsi and a large salad.
This is by no means a meal of
monolithic proportions. It cost me
more than 200 points! Technically
that means my dinner tonight will
center around feasting on water
and then eating the cup. Yummy.
While some students have found
ways to cover all four food groups
without eclipsing the century
mark, those sort of combinations
require severe before-feasting
mathematics and a mastery of the
graphing calculator.
Like myself, I am sure most students have occasional, undeniable
urges for late-night coffee or Blazing Blue Raspberry yogurt. These
ten o'clock jaunts can prove fatal

(Chocolate Cake= 115 points).
The student meal card does not
provide ample "pointage" for the
standard three meals a day, let
alone apple cider cravings (90

points).
Is there a possible solution for
this inevitable famine that will
strike in November and December,
or have we doomed ourselves with
our throbbing love for Dove Ice
Cream bars (110 points)?
Here is where I would make suggestions as to how we can combat
this rampant evil that has infested
our campus, blah, blah, blah. Unfortunately, the fact is I don't see a
solution to this problem in our near
future. I don't know what to tell
you.
EXTRANEOUS NOTE: The
school adds $200 to your tuition
to compensate for the amount of
school materials they think you are
going to steal during the course of
the year.
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I can't even turn my back on the
Food Court People for a minute, can
I? One measly summer spent without my usually-vigilant gaze and
they've ruined my precise dietary
plan. The milk, kids. It's all down to
the milk.
This new milk... am I missing the
point? Seems to me that the old milk
had it beat on almost all counts. The
old milk (note to freshpersons: preface this passage with "When I was
your age...") was bigger, tastier and
had a friendlier package. Most of my
purchases are made solely on their
aesthetic merits, so when my milk
comes in an ugly package I drink less
of it, dig? I'm not getting my calcium, and with my high-impact
lifestyle, brittle bones could be a
crippling liability.
Put yourself in my boots for a
minute. You've just found the single
best record of the millennium and
you're pogoing madly around your
room in rapturous delight (the pogo,
for the terminally un-punk amongst
you, consists of jumping straight up
and down in a semi-rhythmic fashion. It's the best dance ever invented,
and I swear by it). Suddenly your
calcium-deprived hip bones just go
crack. You fall to the floor screaming. Do you see what I mean?
Wouldn't that suck?
The real pisser is that I'm paying
even more money than I was last
year, and this is what my moregaunt-by-the-semester savings get
me?
This crappy new milk is no great
reward. Sure, those new ice cream

drumstick things are pretty suave,
but they really don't rectify the lameness of this new brand of milk. Besides, it's' next to impossible to actually play the drums with them.
What, honestly, is the point of ice
cream that you can't turn into a percussion instrument? Not that I want
to play the drums anyway, my fragile bones wouldn't be able to handle
the stress.
Then there's those spiffy new
price signs that have been strategically distributed throughout the
servery, but I got into the habit of
not reading the old signs last year,
and now I have this gigantic blind
spot extending in a forty-five degree
arc from a point two inches above
my eyebrows, so I'm only aware that
those signs exist in a sort of marginal
way. Not worth the money, if you
ask me.
Many of the kids have been arguing that milk cartons in general are
environmentally unsound because
they kill trees to make them. Most
other institutions of higher learning
apparently have some sort of nifty
milk dispenser to prevent the destruction of the earth's natural resources.
I honestly don't care whether my
milk is wrapped in a dead tree or not,
but there are enough leftists in my
neighborhood to make it a semiworthwhile issue (and any argument
that tweaks the nose of the new milk
crowd is gonna get props from me,
to be perfectly honest).
There you have it, folks. This new
milk scheme is ugly, bad for the environment and it reeks of creeping
fascism. It must be stopped. Dairy
anarchy now!

Death penalty equals sanctified revenge
BY TODD STARKWEATH ER
Skit 4titer
How does one compensate for the
senseless killing of an innocent human being? What constitutes the
proper punishment for an offense in
which the victim can never hear an
apology or receive compensation?
There are a few possibilities, but if
you happen to be a moderate to conservative or desire not to lose an
election than there is only one answer for you—the death penalty.
Its popularity continues to rise
despite the overwhelming facts
tr, showing that capital punishment
never deters violent crime. The
United Kingdom, for example, did
c.,71 away with capital punishment a
ri..) while back and their violent crime
E rates are the envy of every major
'12 American city. The U.K. also imca.
e..) poses severe restrictions on firearms,
cr)
but that is an argument for another
c's day.
Capital punishment's popularity
st does not stem from a belief that it

will decrease crime, although people
try desperately to believe this. It is
about revenge, plain and simple. As
the hours to an execution wind
down, are those who favor the idea
of the death penalty really considering the wider social implications, or
are they salivating at the idea of seeing a muderous thug die by hanging, gas chamber, electric chair or
lethal injection? I feel safe in guessing the latter.
Where will this revenge motif lead
us if we follow it to its extreme and
logical end? Will every rapist be
raped, every mugger beaten up, every drunk driver run over with a car,
every petty thief punched in the
face?
Fortunately that day has not yet
arrived. Revenge and justice don't
mix well. One is the thesis, the other
the antithesis. Revenge is thoughtless, irrational, instinctual and selfish. Justice should be fair, impartial,
objective and rational.
Revenge also has one other drawback. Vengeful actions cannot be

repaired. They are swift and unforgiving. An act made in the sake of
revenge has an infinite life. The
same goes for the death penalty.
Nothing can reverse a punishment
of death as medical science has still
not found a way to raise the dead and
make them live again.
So what if an innocent person is
convicted of murder, receives the
death penalty, and the punishment is
carried out even with the long appeals process about which so many
complain? Does the idea seem too
far fetched to comprehend? Well, it
happened this year to a man in Texas.
Facts and statements made at the last
minute proved the man to be completely and undeniably innocent. The
state of Texas still executed him. In
the search for justice the state of
Texas created the greatest injustice—the taking of an innocent life.
It was quite by mistake, to be sure.
But other mistakes have been made
in the past and more will be made in
the future. The laws of probability
dictate that every-so-often an inno-

cent person will face the death penalty, just as innocent people will be
imprisoned. No system is foolproof.
With imprisonment and like forms
of punishment, the damage can be
undone, or at least partially repaired.
With the death penalty the damage
is irrevocable.
As long as we accept the death
penalty we must accept the fact that
innocent people will be executed by
state decree. To say that no one will
fall through the cracks is laughable
and absurd. The ratio of innocent
people to guilty people may be one
for every one hundred. You might
as well make it one for every million. An innocent person will still die
sometime, somewhere and somehow
I just can't let myself brush the occasional mistake aside.
Just remember, under current law
the state of Texas should face the
death penalty for planning and carrying out the murder of an innocent
man. After all, nothing can be more
premeditated than a state sanctioned
execution.
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••

'' Grand Opening
•

•••

C 1.3
II1RENDEZV
Saturday September 30th at 9pm
:Presenting
•

"Bobby's Gone Fishing"/

Unveiling of the "wall"
mural in the
Club Rendezvous
by Lorraine Widge
Friday, 9/29, 1pm.

Food will be served.
Music will be prayed by
the 'Puget Sounds"

Free

•
•

•
•
Pizza slice & coke
•
•
. • . for the first 100 people! ...°
...
. .
. . ...
.
.
•••••••• ••

The Raoul Wallenberg
Professors
Human Ri

ASK SE.NATOR MITSUDA
This Week's Topic: Religion
Ask any questions you have about
Religious Organizations at UPS.
Call 756-3253 or e-mail to
bmitsuda
Answers will be published next week!

Paul A. Levine
"When Indifference
Becomes Concern:
Sweden's Reaction
to Genocide During
the Second World
War"

Thursday, October 5
8 pm in the Rotunda

Now's your chance to

6.ET INVOLVED IN ASUPS
The following positions will be open for
nominations September 25-29:

2 Senators -at- Large
1 Greek Senator
1 University Housing
Senator
1 Freshman Class Senator
Come to the ASUPS office in SUB 210 for
more information or to sign up. ?'s x3600

S661'8Z ixi wal das myIll, 71,1

Rutgers University
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RepLemons On A
Gr . OF Scope

Top Ten Fashion Movies
since we were born
(in era order):

NaRizaTive Haikus hy JesTeg Boy

Fifties of the Seventies:
Grease

A horde op Scope

Received as a biRThaay
WhaT is being sail)?

Seventies:
Saturday Mght Fever

Dazed e Confused

WhaT can my plena mean
TO puRchase This SOU op qtrr?
GenexosiTy?

E0ties:
Pretty In Pink
_1-feathers

Does he say Thank you?
HeRe's a Token op pzienasinp?
OR does my bReaTh sunk?

Fiashdance

g■aneties:
Clueless
Buffy the Vampire Slayer

Mae is no Reason,
no Reasonable Reason,
TO give someone Scope.

Pret-A-Porte
Priscilla, Queen of the Desert

A 3angeRous qtpr

TO give a goo() pzieno,
in seveRal ways.
Ip I wow mazy,
conTemplaTing suicide,
and I Received Scope,

HARVARD OF THE WEST
fie.-iic41 c LL55e5 akci +tNeir pre3=.0,
■att: s4v.ri
■eNt5
.

wYLiE

all
and go on an ax Rampage,
a golly blooapesT.

I would lose

IT

Always be waxy,
and RemembeR This moRal:
New) The gip - op Scope.
tics. De

Mrs tt,‘ : rw...., to Sect .
pre-rotek s-kde.-Ir

19/ 1

CAME OF CANCER OF THE WM

111-51 3Z
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/
: il...y
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What's that fun-ky smell?

